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Triton Maritime Carries Out Emergency Towage of Chemical Tanker

MT Colossus was steaming off coast Veraval and going towards Pipavav Port for discharge of 

cargo.when suddenly both engines stopped,Vessel dropped anchor off coast Veraval. Since it was 

monsoon there were strong currents and heavy swells due to which anchor of the tanker was dragging 

and was not able to maintain its position. When a tanker is drifting close to shore, with risk of grounding 

or collision is one of the main concerns of oil spill and damage to the environment. Emergency 

assistance was required for the tanker to tow to safe waters. A specialised and experienced crew team 

was mobilised on our Tug Triton Energy and tug was sent to tow tanker which was moving towards 

coastline. A safe connection with bollards and fairleads on board a disabled tanker with high waves 

was completed with all safety checks. Tanker was than towed to safe waters at Pipavav Anchorage. 

Our operation team and vessel crew did fantastic job in adverse weather conditions.

Milestones



Our Scope of work :
Ÿ Dismantling of wings ,tail ( stabilizers) ,landing gears 

from Aircraft body and design secure packing for each 

dismantled Pieces .

Ÿ Export Customs clearance and Local transportation 

from Shipper’s premise (Sharjah) to Jebel Ali port.

Ÿ Vessel on board lashing and securing of the cargo. 

Ÿ Ocean freight from Jebel ali to GUANGAO, SHANTOU 

- CHINA

Cargo Details :
Cargo BOEING 737 - 300

Air craft body or Fuselage :
Length :  32 meters 

Diameter : 3.8 

Weight : 32 Ton.

Wings : 2 pcs 

16 x 4 x 1 - meters x 2 pieces.

Weight : 4000 kg each.

Ceekay Dubai Team have executed a break bulk 

shipment of used Air craft to GUANGAO port, 

China, from Sharjah.



Another feather in Orchid's cap

This month Kolkata has successfully executed a 

very complex 1994 cubic of BB parcel destined for 

St Petersburg, For one of their key clients "TIL 

India" with an aplomb! Here, the scope of this 

daring shipment was packaging, transportation of 

the entire Ashphalt Plant, custom clearance and 

ship broking.

Given the over-sized specs & nature of the cargo 

it's potential handling though seemed very 

daunting initially, the Kolkata team put forward 

exemplary effort in the complete coordination with 

all the relevant stakeholders (including the 

shipper/vessel owner/in-house Chartering div) to 

pull this almost spectacular feat! Meticulous 

planning with clock like precision , round the clock 

monitoring,excellent workmanship and ample 

confidence, eventually resulted in the cargo 

getting loaded rather smoothly onto M.V. 

“HOLANDIA”, much to everyone's satisfaction. 

Good job done Kolkata .....yearning for more in 

the coming days !! 



Kaizen by BLG Parekh

In June month we achieved mile stone in part level packing 

production & Dispatch, same growth path we maintained in July 

month. In July BLGP WLC packed 15840 vehicle with running 

two shifts only & without any overtime. Whatever issues we had 

faced in June month for achieving 20136 vehicle packing same 

we had noted & on that burning issues started counter actions 

from day one of July. As per listed, on hot issues team was 

started taking actions on these issues like -Plant Layout/Storage 

system & packing process. With TPM way we revised the plant 

layout due to which continues flow of work maintained, labour 

efficiency improved, optimization of work place increased. In 

Storage-we made fabricated shelf’s for small size packing 

material like partitions/boxes/separators due to which mixup/ 

Rejection/ searching time reduced & utilization of available time 

increased. Also special trolleys developed (stacking+movable) 

for vertical space utilization. in process- we identified Non Value 

Activity in packing process & same is eliminated one by one 

through ECRS approach (Elimination/ Combination/ 

Rearranging/Simplification) due to which operational efficiency 

increased.

In the month of June team packed 20136 vehicles with running 

three shift/day & used 3380 man-days in month. but in July as 

per customer plan 15840 vehicles packed with running two shifts 

only & used 1952 man-days only. Due to extra efforts & planned 

actions Compared to June, in July month part level packing 

productivity increased by 30.36%



Award given to Parekh Group for successful continuation of business from 1st generation to 4th 

generation in MALA 2019

Grand Opening of New Facility at Palwal

Whether it’s an inauguration of a business or an expansion of an existing business, toast to the 

changes and let your business associates know that you are happy for them. A new business opening 

is indeed a special event and a joyful occasion for colleagues and acquaintances alike. Our 

encouragement and support will undoubtedly inspire and motivate them to do their best in their new 

endeavor. On July 11th, 2019 Mr. Avinash Gupta (HEAD - Tata Genuine Parts & Aggregates) and   

Mr. Naresh Parekh (DIRECTOR-The Parekh Group) inaugurated the new warehouse at Palwal. The 

newly built warehouse has a total area of 1, 35,000 Sq.Ft provided by a high-bay warehouse with a 

modern HD Racking System. Handling ramps, a logistic office as well as pallet storage areas complete 

the new building. A booklet was also released during the ceremony which showcases the various 

KAIZEN activities implemented at the Palwal Warehouse.
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OpeningGrand 
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A calamity never announces its arrival. We have to 

be always prepared to face it, manage it and control 

it. This preparedness is a must for any organization, 

especially housed in any multistory building. While 

calamities can be classified in various types, the 

result is certain-loss of life and property. When the 

cause can be manmade, accidental or even act of 

God, the result is always due to mismanagement of 

the calamity. This fact highlights the importance of 

training, mock drill and constant evolution of our 

response capability.

It is the responsibility of every individual working 

in an organization to be in readiness to respond 

to the need of the hour. To achieve this 

readiness, training and practice is necessary. 

Hence we have conducted an evacuation drill 

dated -9th Aug-2019

Safety comes rst



One of our employee is associated with " Khalsa Environment project " had conducted Environment awareness 

program in Delhi Branch on 12th August2019.

Where he explained How each one of us can contribute in protecting Earth by controlling Air/water pollution and 

conserving Water. these are of utmost  importance for sustaining life of human beings and co-existing species.

Topics covered during this session are Water conservation, waste segregation and air pollution.  

Enthusiastic participants immediately adopted certain practices in their individual capacities for making this 

world better than today.

Employee Corner

Run For Diversity

Marathon Runners has 

successfully completed their 

goal of Running 10km.

Congratulations

Ms. Vaishali Kale

Mumbai

Mr. Pravin Mishra

Mumbai
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Pooja Swami
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Gandhidham

Amol Memane

BLG Parekh
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Pune

Deepak G. Shevade

PMSPL 

Assistant Manager

Mumbai 



Blood Donation Camps

Every year, on 14 June, countries around 
the world celebrate World Blood Donor 
Day. The event serves to raise awareness 
of the need for safe blood and blood 
products and to thank blood donors for 
their life saving gifts of blood.

We have also arranged  Blood donation 
camp in Parekh Group at different 
locations like Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata 
and Mundra etc.

We received very overwhelmed response 
from the employees and we are very  glad 
to share that total number of blood bags 
collected during the blood donation camp 
was 282



Independence Day Celebration Across India 

Helping Hands- Flood Relief Activity 

Recent heavy rainfall has caused massive floods and landslides in the states of Maharashtra, Karnataka and Kerala.

The flood destroyed the residences of some of the villagers also ruined agricultural activities and cattle's were flown away 

in the flood. People got homeless and lost their livelihood and jobs.

Our employees were interested and management had supported the donation drive. Most of the employees donated their 

One day salary for this noble cause and management contributed equivalent amount collected by all the employees in the 

group. We knew that We cannot bring everything back what these precious lives have lost but for sure we could stand with 

them in such difficult situation.

With the help of "Rashtra Seva Dal" Ichalkaranji Branch we could reach to the affected families and students whom the 

basic needs were provided like Grocery Kits, Clothes, Utensils, Blankets, School Kits, Uniforms etc.

The Independence Day of India, which is celebrated religiously throughout the Country on the 15th of August 

every year, holds tremendous ground in the list of national days, since it reminds every Indian about the dawn of 

a new beginning, the beginning of an era of deliverance from the clutches of British colonialism of more than 200 

years. It was on 15th August 1947 that India was declared independent from British colonialism, and the reins of 

control were handed over to the leaders of the Country. India's gaining of independence was a tryst with destiny, 

as the struggle for freedom was a long and tiresome one, witnessing the sacrifices of many freedom fighters, 

who laid down their lives on the line.



Celebrations at Parekh

Tree Plantation Drive

If you cut a tree, you kill a life.

If you save a tree, you save a life.

If you plant a tree, you plant a life.

Save the trees, save the Earth. 

We are the guardians of nature's birth.

Think Green & Live green.

One more tree plantation drive 
is conducted across India
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